[Application of cytopathology in a sensitivity test for anti-tumor agents. I. An experimental study].
Although the human tumor clonogenic assay (HTCA) is extremely reliable in determining clinical correlations, it is a complicated process requiring considerable time in order to obtain results. Thus, an experimental study on cytopathologic observation (cytologic assay) and comparative evaluation between it and HTCA were performed in order to establish a more rapid and accurate drug sensitivity test. Materials included Colon 26, a cell line established in our department, malignant effusion and surgical specimens. In carrying out HTCA according to the Hamburger-Salmon method, the cell suspension samples following exposure to anti-tumor agents (MMC, L-PAM, ADM, CDDP) were cultivated in test tubes for 3-8 hours and stained by the Papanicolaou and Giemsa methods. According to Tokita's criteria, when cellular changes showed as nuclear pyknosis and nuclear destruction were found to have increased significantly in comparison with a control group, the cells were judged to be sensitive. Very similar and parallel results were obtained between HTCA and cytologic assay in this study, with a significant correlation. Cytologic assay was proved to be an easy, rapid and accurate method for testing drug sensitivity and its clinical application can be expected in the future.